
Standard SMOKER PIT Features Include: 

 smoker pit FOLDING table -12"d x 36"w  ( A bbq smoker pit with a shelf directly in front of the vertical chamber 
door provides useless space. You have to move everything out of the way each time you open the door.)  

 4 accessory hooks underneath bbq pit firebox  
 air cooled stainless steel spring handles on ALL doors and lids  
 two reinforced shelves in vertical chamber of bbq pit  
 two swing arms for sausage, jerky, or cheese in vertical chamber of bbq pit  
 3 cooking grates: center, upper, lower  
 smoker pit chimney rain cap cover-top at top of vertical chamber  
 adjustable bbq smoker pit firebox air intake.  
 barrel/firebox 45° angled baffle heat-deflector  
 top grill grate in bbq pit firebox  
 uses standard 18" logs  
 water reservoir (~9 gallon capacity)  
 1 1/4" grease & water drain plus cap  
 gas log lighter port (with 1/2" NPT plug)   
 ash pan rake/cleaning tool  
 full sized steel ash pan  
 (2) stainless steel temperature gauges  

   

Outdoor barbecue pit optional accessories shown:  

 stainless steel shelf cover  

Outdoor barbecue Pit Options Available:  

 cast iron fish fryer - fits all Tejas bbq pits  
 brass drain valve  
 firebox griddle and lid insulator for top position of the bbq pit firebox  
 firebox gas log lighter -insert below wood grate in bbq pit  
 swivel sauce bowl  
 smoker pit custom vinyl cover  
 stainless steel rib racks (smoker pit holds 5 racks)  
 Shipping on smoker pits must be added in addition to the listed price. Request a freight quote from 

Houston Texas for your smoker pit . 
 Dimensions 

-Cooking Area: (18 x 59" - center rack in the barrel, 10" x 33" - top rack in the barrel, 10"x 37" - lower rack 
in barrel, two shelves in vertical smoke chamber each measuring 19.5" x 19.5", firebox grill grate 19" x 
19", 1/4" thick firebox 

      
-Length 84" 
-Depth  21"   
-Height 72" 

  
BBQ Pit Weight 710# 

 Wood storage rack - 20" x 56". Height above center bbq pit cooking grate in barrel -  14.5".  Height above  
bbq pit lower rack in barrel to center cooking grate -  6".  Water reservoir capacity- 9 gallons. Firebox - 
19.5"w x 19.5"d x 19.5"h.  Center cooking grate to first shelf in vertical chamber - 12.5". Center cooking 
grate to second shelf in vertical chamber - 12.5" of smoker pit.  Clearance above top shelf in vertical 
chamber -  12.5" of bbq pit.   
 Call it an outdoor barbecue pit, a bbq pit, a smoker pit, or a bbq smoker pit ... in Houston Texas we call 

ours a Tejas Smokers  
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